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Abstract — Photoluminescence (PL) imaging techniques can be applied to multicrystalline silicon wafers throughout the manufacturing process. Both band-to-band PL and defect-band emissions, which are longer-wavelength emissions from sub-bandgap transitions, are used to characterize wafer quality and defect content on starting multicrystalline silicon wafers and neighboring wafers processed at each step through completion of finished cells. Both PL imaging techniques spatially highlight defect regions that represent dislocations and defect clusters. The relative intensities of these imaged defect regions change with processing. Band-to-band PL on wafers in the later steps of processing shows good correlation to cell quality and performance. The defect band images show regions that change relative intensity through processing, and better correlation to cell efficiency and reverse-bias breakdown is more evident at the starting wafer stage as opposed to later process steps. We show that thermal processing in the 200°–400°C range causes impurities to diffuse to different defect regions, changing their relative defect band emissions.

Index Terms — photoluminescence, imaging, infrared imaging, photovoltaic cells, silicon, impurities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Imaging techniques can rapidly characterize material quality and defect density. Photoluminescence (PL) imaging can be applied to silicon from the brick level to all wafer process steps [1–8]. At the as-cut wafer stage, where thin, unpassivated wafers prevent accurate minority-carrier lifetime assessment due to surfaces, defects can still dominate recombination and can be categorized and quantified to predict finished cell performance [3–5]. Defect regions can be identified by recombination-limited band-to-band PL or by defect-band emission [9–18].

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Photoluminescence Imaging

We have used PL imaging as a measurement tool for characterization of starting multicrystalline silicon wafers and solar cells. Sets of neighboring wafers have been processed together with one from the set being pulled out after each process. We can then perform imaging on wafers from various ingot positions and at every process step. We have used a Princeton Instruments PIXIS 1024BR Si-charge-coupled-device camera with sensitivity out into the near-infrared (~1100 nm) for band-to-band PL imaging. An example of band-to-band PL imaging at all process steps is shown in the top row of Fig. 1. Bright regions correspond to good material quality, whereas dark regions are

![Fig. 1. Band-to-band (top row, gray-scale) and defect-band (bottom row, color) PL imaging at all process steps.](image-url)
dominated by high carrier recombination due to defects and impurities. Starting wafers (as-cut and textured steps) are not passivated, and so, surface recombination limits radiative recombination of carriers. Here, the PL signal is weak and shows less contrast than later process steps. For these two wafers, defect regions on the left and bottom appear to be the darkest. At the diffusion step, the good-quality material has relatively very strong PL. To prevent saturation of the image at the bright locations, the image scaling makes defect areas appear larger. Once the phosphosilicate glass (PSG) is etched and removed, some surface passivation is lost and the PL signal is reduced. This reduces the range of PL across the sample and the image can be scaled to show higher-quality regions and defect regions with more clarity. The band-to-band PL then only shows subtle changes after the PSG removal to the antireflection coating (ARC) and finished cell process steps.

Defect-band emissions are imaged using a FLIR SC2500N InGaAs camera with lock-in data acquisition and sensitivity out to ~1700 nm. A long-pass filter (~1350 nm) is used to block band-to-band emissions. Examples of defect band emissions at all process steps are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 1. The defect-band images tend to initially highlight different regions when compared to the starting wafer band-to-band PL images. Then, the defect-band imaging changes contrast after the silicon-nitride ARC deposition. Regions that are dominantly bright in the as-cut and textured steps become relatively dim after ARC. Conversely, regions that are dim on the starting wafer become dominantly bright after ARC.

To determine which of these types of defect areas is more detrimental to cell performance, a light-beam induced current (LBIC) measurement was mapped on the finished cell. We have used a Semilab system for the LBIC measurement. The mapping resolution was set at a step size of 250 µm. The diffusion length was calculated based on internal quantum efficiencies using excitation light with wavelengths of 1014, 949, and 850 nm. The resulting diffusion length map is shown in Fig. 2. The areas shown in red have the lowest diffusion length and low quantum efficiencies when measured by the longer excitation wavelengths. These poorest performance areas correlate very well to the band-to-band PL image of the finished cell, as was shown in Fig. 1.

Image correlation of a starting wafer to the final cell would ideally provide information for predicting performance before the wafer is processed. Figure 3 shows comparisons of the as-cut wafer’s band-to-band PL imaging and defect-band imaging to the finished cell’s diffusion length map. The top row of images show the as-cut wafer’s band-to-band PL image (left) compared to the diffusion-length map (right). The darkest areas of the as-cut wafer’s PL image appear on the left side and bottom edge areas of the wafer. These same regions are somewhat dark on the diffusion length map. However, the diffusion-length map shows the darkest areas located in the middle of the cell extending toward the upper right corner. In contrast to band-to-band PL, the as-cut wafer’s defect-band image (lower left color image of Fig. 3) does show these areas to have the brightest defect-band emission. For ease of comparison, the diffusion-length map is inverted and plotted using the same color palette (lower right image of Fig. 3), and there is good correlation between the highest-emitting defect-band regions on the as-cut wafer and the poorest diffusion-length regions of the finished cell (bright due to inverted image). These imaging trends have been seen on wafer sets made from both upgraded metallurgical-grade (UMG) silicon and electronic-grade silicon.

B. Dark Lock-In Thermography

Dark lock-in thermography (DLIT) [19–22] is used to characterize the reverse-bias breakdown regions of the cell, as shown in Fig. 4. Defect-related breakdown, or stage II/type 2 breakdown, occurs roughly around 7 to 13 V reverse bias and has been associated with metallic precipitates in recombination-active regions [21, 23]. At voltages up to 13 Vrev, this defect-related breakdown leads to currents that increase quickly. Early breakdown, also called stage I/type 1 breakdown, is more linear and current begins to flow at smaller reverse biases. These defects are more likely related to cell processing and defects like surface cracks, metal paste...
Fig. 3. As-cut wafer images are compared to the measured diffusion-length map of the finished cell from Fig. 1. The top row (gray-scale images) compares the band-to-band PL image of the as-cut wafer (left) to the finished cell’s diffusion-length map (right). The bottom row (color) compares the defect-band PL image of the as-cut wafer (left) to the cell’s diffusion-length map (right). Here, the diffusion-length map has been inverted (bright regions represent short diffusion lengths) and plotted using the same color palette as the defect band for ease of comparison.

particles, and nonuniform firing of gridlines. To disregard the thermal signal from the early-breakdown, process-related defects and better emphasize the defect-related breakdown regions, we use slope-DLIT [21]. Here, the reverse bias is pulsed between 12.9 and 13.1 Vrev. At these biases around 13 Vrev, the defect-related breakdown currents are increasing most quickly. The weaker early-breakdown regions have currents that increase less in this voltage range, and this tends to then exclude the shunts that might otherwise appear strong, but that are more linear and not breaking down so quickly. In the cell’s slope-DLIT image, the red areas show the regions that are heating due to flowing breakdown current. These defect-related breakdown areas show a very similar pattern to the poor diffusion-length areas that were shown in Fig. 2. Then, as compared before in Fig. 3, the as-cut defect-band image shows better spatial correlation to these areas than the as-cut band-to-band PL image. Thus, the as-cut wafer’s defect-band image compares very well to both the breakdown regions of the DLIT image and the poorest-performance regions of the finished cell as measured by LBIC.

C. Defect-Band Process-Related Transition

In dozens of sample sets of both electronic-grade and upgraded metallurgical-grade, or solar-grade, multicrystalline silicon, we have consistently seen a change in the defect-band image’s pattern at the silicon-nitride ARC processing step. An example was shown in Fig. 1, in which the wafers were from an electronic-grade silicon casting. The dominant defect-band emitting areas seem to switch at the ARC step. This leads to a better spatial correlation of defect areas when comparing the as-cut or textured wafer to the finished cell. But, because of the changing intensity ratios of these defect regions, the defect-band images do not show good correlation when comparing the finished cell’s defect-band emission image to the same finished cell’s performance and reverse-bias breakdown areas.

To better understand the relative switch in defect-band intensity at various defect regions, we have performed some additional experiments. Here, we have used a set of neighboring wafers from a UMG casting. A ~5-cm-diameter region was laser cut from the PSG-etched wafer due to size limitations of the small furnace used for heat treatments. A series of heat treatments was performed on this cut-out wafer piece. Before each defect-band image acquisition, the wafer piece was etched in ~5% HF to improve surface passivation for better imaging.

The sample’s initial defect-band PL image is shown in Fig. 5. Red ovals are drawn around various regions that begin with bright defect-band emissions at this PSG-etch process step. Green circles identify areas that begin with relatively low defect-band emissions. This sample is then placed in a small atmospheric furnace at 200°C for one hour. The sample is removed from the furnace, cooled with blown nitrogen, dipped in ~5% HF for a few minutes, and then imaged. The sample is then put in the 200°C furnace for an additional hour, and the
Fig. 5. Defect-band PL imaging of a ~5-cm-diameter circular cutout from a PSG-etched wafer is shown. The top row of images shows the starting defect-band image and images after 4 hours of accumulated heating at the labeled temperatures. The middle image on the right shows the defect-band image of the same region of the neighboring ARC-processed wafer. The bottom image shows the PSG-etched wafer after heating to 500°C for an hour. The graph shows the average defect-band intensity values with the labeled red and green areas of the PSG-etched wafer piece.

The heating periods and imaging steps are repeated at 300°C and 400°C. At 300°C, changes in the defect-band emission are becoming more evident, as shown in Fig. 5. The regions marked by green circles are beginning to emit in the defect band. By 400°C, these green circle regions have become the dominant signals, and this sample’s defect-band image is approaching that of the same region in the neighboring wafer that was processed through ARC, also shown in Fig. 5. To show how the intensities are changing, the average intensities of the areas within the red and green ovals are plotted in the graph of Fig. 5. It is shown that the areas marked in red begin with higher intensity and continue to become brighter with heating through the first hour at 400°C. The areas marked in green increase in intensity more quickly during the same heating range. With more time at 400°C, the defect-band emissions of both types of areas start to slightly decrease, and with just one hour of heating at 500°C, the defect band emissions revert back toward their initial appearance, as shown in Fig. 5. These heating temperatures of 300-400°C give evidence of the thermal energy needed to allow impurities to continue to accumulate at the extended defects, which include dislocations and stacking.
faults. The actual ARC deposition comprises 30 minutes at 450°C. Temperatures of 500°C provide thermal energy that apparently allows impurities to redistribute throughout the material again.

As seen with wafer-scale PL imaging, two rather distinct types of defect regions of the wafer are observed. One shows bright defect-band emissions on the starting wafer that become relatively dim after ARC and on the finished cell. Conversely, the other shows dim defect-band emissions on the starting wafer, and these same areas appear the brightest after ARC and on the finished cell. Examples of each of these types of areas are shown on neighboring UMG silicon wafers in Fig. 6.

As-cut wafer  ARC

Fig. 6. Defect-band imaging on a starting wafer and a neighboring wafer processed through the ARC step. The red-circled area shows a region that begins with high intensity and becomes relatively dim. The green-circled area shows a region with little defect-band emission on the starting wafer, but then becomes relatively bright at the ARC step.

Within the wafers shown in Fig. 6, there are many regions that demonstrate change in relative defect-band emission. We have selected a few of these regions for higher-resolution imaging. One example of the regions of the wafer whose defect-band emissions change contrast (circled areas from Fig. 6) is shown in Fig. 7. The top row shows room-light images of these 1-cm-diameter regions. The zoomed-in band-to-band PL images of these regions from the starting wafer are shown in the middle row. The areas that begin with brighter defect-band emission have relatively high dislocation/defect density, and the images from this region are outlined in red, as they were in Fig. 6. The region of Fig. 7 that is outlined in green begins with weaker defect-band emissions; but after ARC, this area has the more dominant defect-band emission. These regions tend to have a relatively lower dislocation/defect density. Lastly, the bottom row of images in Fig. 7 shows the defect-band emissions of the same regions from the ARC-processed neighboring wafer. As was presented in Figs. 1 and 6, full-wafer-sized defect-band images show large regions that switch relative intensity from starting wafer to the ARC step. When zooming into these regions, as highlighted by red and green circles in Fig. 6, higher-resolution images show that these predominantly bright-to-dim or dim-to-bright regions are made up of smaller sub-regions that also change relative defect-band intensity between the starting wafer and the ARC processing step.

III. CONCLUSION

Both band-to-band and defect-band PL imaging have been applied at all processing steps of a multicrystalline Si solar cell. The finished cell’s good- and poor-performing regions correlate well to the band-to-band PL image of the finished cell. However, these same spatial regions were better matched on the starting wafer by their defect-band emission. We have shown that the defect-band images on the starting wafer identified defect regions that correlated very well to the finished cell diffusion-length map and the reverse-bias
breakdown regions identified by slope-DLIT. Defect-band emissions have consistently shown regions that switch relative intensity between the starting wafer and the ARC processing step. We have shown that heating at ~300°C apparently allows impurities to continue to accumulate at dislocations and increase defect-band emissions, with some lower defect-density regions increasing defect-band emissions more quickly than higher defect-density regions. The defect-band images thus tend to highlight different regions when comparing the starting wafer to the ARC-processed wafer and finished cell. Consequently, the starting wafer’s defect-band image better correlates to the finished cell’s poor-performing regions.
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